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On this page: Staff member Ashlee Brinckman becomes 
a victim of the new technology craze.

 I read an article today in Current Events Magazine about a teenage boy 
in China who was addicted to the internet, and I had trouble believing it.  
He was in college and just discovered a popular online game: World of  
Warcraft.  He claimed he played for 18-20 hours a day and would often fall 
asleep at the keyboard.  The article went on to describe other cases at a rehab 
center specifically for internet addiction.  I eventually realized, though, just 
how real this technology epidemic is and how much it affects our world, 
even if  we do not always realize it.  Right now, even, I am typing this on a 
laptop, watching television with my mom, texting my friends and listening 
to my iPod at the same time.  Older generations tend to say that our new 
technology-driven generation is becoming lazy and unappreciative of  things 
like hard work and the beauty of  the outdoors.  What our newspaper staff  
wanted to know: Can our technological generation learn to create a balance 
between using technology to make our lives easier and appreciating the value 
of  manual effort?

  A lot of  moral issues arise with this technological boom, as well.  A few 
staff  members had an online chat about the true legality of  one of  the most 
popular peer2peer music downloading programs, Limewire.  Though I do 
not use it, I personally do not think there is a problem with Limewire, and I 
also do not think the technological age has gone overboard on a mass scale . . . 
yet.   We should, however, be aware of  the consequences that arise from using 
our favorite new gadgets too much.  Texting constantly becomes annoying 
to everyone around you.  Chatting online 24/7 leads to complications with 
everyday human interaction.  Listening to iPods too loudly can permanently 
damage your hearing.  Using technology in such a way that lets us enjoy our 
lives more while still appreciating manual labor and the outdoors is good, 
but it can easily go wrong.  Keeping this in mind while you flip through this 
issue of  The Minute, I would like you to know that my 58-year-old father is 
sitting next to me on his laptop, watching the news and talking on his cell 
phone at the same time.  The epidemic spreads.

Really small print: It began with Sarah’s poop in a jar and from then on there was total chaos. If  there wouldn’t have been poop in the jar Braxton would have had a normal PB&J sandwich instead of  confusing peanut butter with poop. To his surprise, the best part of  the sandwich was in fact the poop. He declared to all the J-Labbers that it had been the best experience of  his life, but Tyler decided to change that with his sex talk. I don’t know about 
you, but when he begins to start talking you want to run and quickly. He claimed the Braxton had a man doll and that it was the only girlfriend he could ever get… ever. Braxton didn’t want to quit and set out to prove him wrong. It was then that he encountered Dara’s Mr. Body project. He happens to have a small pubis angle and if  you haven’t taken Anatomy that means it is a male. Once again Tyler proves him wrong without having to look insults up 
on the internet. Ashley, being her neutral self, decided to help Braxton out by finding him a girlfriend and Tyler by getting him a life. Tyler, declaring that he was in fact perfect, yelled at all the J-Labbers because he had done everything without any help. The J-Labbers gave him candy after throwing the poop in the jar at him so he could shut up, but soon enough they heard his obnoxious voice again. He complained that someone had eaten his candy and 
all there was was a slight giggle from Sarah’s direction. Angie decided to jump on Braxton to save him from anymore insults, but instead gave him a concussion. Jamahl, not knowing how production week works, took Mr. Body and Braxton’s man doll to Papa Johns as a plead for forgiveness from Dara’s lack of  patience and respect. Jose took advantage of  all the chaos and took a bite from the delivered pizza. To his surprise, he was caught on camera and 
the picture was sent to Honduras. The picture is now being used as an anorexic commercial image in Honduras to show that Honduran boys can actually forget how to speak Spanish. Soon enough all the J-Labbers were dancing to Snoop Dog and Grease, only without the drugs and pacifiers. After the strobe light gave Tyler a seizure, the J-Labbers tied him down and threw him in the girl’s restroom only to come back and find him laughing. They asked 
what was wrong and he answered by pointing to his reflection on the bathroom mirror. Without doubt, the J-Labbers joined in. Jessika finally arrives from band but without much enthusiasm. She is kicked out with the poop in the jar. She yells until Hill came in claiming that she wanted silence. She hesitates to leave as she sees the J-Labbers dancing and singing, wanting to join in. Let the rumpus start! ...Random enough for you?



Today’s technology will soon be out of  style as new 
technology is being developed. New technologies and 
careers will most likely be geared towards computers and 
will use them to do their work. The technologies will likely 
be more technologically advanced. New technologies and 
careers may include advances in cell phones, TVs, media 
players and computers.  

“I predict we will be speaking to computers rather 
than keying. I also think that we will be moving towards 
fingertip recognition when using computers to identify 
people,” Dawn Wysong (business teacher) said.

The fingertip recognition would be useful so that no 
one could access someone else’s documents and media 
and delete them. It has been said that we are moving 
towards brain-wave technologies where people will be 
able to play video games with their brains.   

If  we begin to speak into computers more than keying, 
it is likely that more students will be probably have to, 
or will, sign up for Digital Communication Tools as that 
class deals with both vocalizing with Dragon Naturally 
Speaking, but also with writing on a mechanical pad 
connected to the computer which transfers student’s 
pen marks from the pad to the computer.

“We will be using voice recognition to create business 
documents. We will not need the keyboard any longer. I 
wish we could do the same for the textbooks because the 
books will all be online,” Ron Dietz (business teacher) 
said.

A postive aspect about online textbooks is that students 
would not have to worry about forgetting their textbooks 
in their locker or at home, they would always have it with 
them. 

If  each student had their own computer this may enable 
students to more easily complete assignments so they 
would not have to share with another student to complete 
assignments. For people who have not heard of  the 1:1 
ratio, it is the ratio of  students to computers, obviously, 
and makes sure that each student in each class gets one 
computer to do assignments. 

But if  teachers and students did go to the 1:1 ratio, 
laptops would no longer have to be signed out to different 
teachers and have one class go without laptops as each 
class would get an equal number of  computers for each 
student.

“Every student would have access and use of  a computer 
at school and at home,” Dan Cunningham (principal) said.

Financially, this program would have to be arranged 
and discussed at length and is something that would not 
happen overnight. Obviously, a school cannot expect a 
student to buy a very expensive computer and would have 
to set up some type of  funding program. 

“Because of  the role technology plays, it’s going to give 
them an opportunity to be exposed to technology before 
[they] leave high school,” Cunningham said. “It would be 
looking towards the future. It would enable students to 
have access to a computer.”

In Southern Indiana, schools are beginning to work 
towards this around Indianapolis. However, no schools 
locally have the 1:1 ratio. More schools will be working 

towards this ratio.
The need for computers will also apply to careers that 

use computers.
“[Some careers will be] wind farmers, biometric 

identification specialists, alternative energy developers, 
data miners, alternative vehicle developers, robotics 
engineer, teleport specialists and weather modification,” 
Wayne Sousley (media and technology) said.

Other careers will be related to the healthcare field. 
It is likely that more people will be employed in the cell 
phone retailer field because of  increased technology on 
those electronics.

“Cell phones will be used for more than texting 
and calling [which] will be adapted into society,” Sam 
Vaughan (business teacher) said. 

 It is likely that most of  the technology that we use 
will be wireless. Due to this change to wireless, people 
will be able to move multiple times and still keep their 
same phone number. It is also predicted that the phone 
number will be more important than ever. 

There will be more convenient networks, too. 
Predictions for cell phones might claim that cell phones 
will be like a wireless computer, with large address 
books and calendars, and access to the Microsoft Office 

programs. It is likely that a person will not have to have a 
cell phone, music player, DVD player, computer and PDA 
because every one of  those things will have been integrated 
into one. It will probably be easier to contact people in 
other countries, too.

Future music players could be integrated into a phone 
and download time could be decreadsed for music from the 
internet. Other advances in technology could be in different 
areas than just music, TVs, DVD players and computers; 
they could go into the car or energy department.

“Besides flying cars, a robotic workforce, and stem cell 
breakthroughs other technological advances will be free 
energy, transporters, and universal 
communication,” Sousley said.
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Staff writer

The mind behind the design
Today’s technology proves 

frustrating for those who have 
yet to understand it in our crazed 
world. Then there are others like, 
Dylan Demorrow (12), who see it 
as their future.

Demorrow’s whole future 
revolves around the technology of  computer graphics. What is computer graphics? 
Computer graphics is a course that focuses on everything about a computer that does not 
have to do with text or sound.  Instead the computer is used to create picture art. 

 “Computer graphics [design] is what I plan to go to college for,” Demorrow said.
Until then he is taking the computer graphics course at the high school where he first 

really started the art.
 “It was freshman year [when I started], it has always been something I have liked to do 

[and] I am very artsy so I took my chances and took the course,” Demorrow said.
 Besides taking the course he uses his skills to produce the school’s IDs. This came 

when he heard an announcement that struck his interest about designing the school IDs.
“It was towards the end of  [my] sophomore year [when they were looking for 

someone] I thought I might get lucky with my idea [for the IDs] and the next year it 

was my design. [Then] everyone… said I 
should design this year’s [ID] so I did,” 
Demorrow said.

With Concord holding near 1500 
students it could cause some type of  stress 
when thinking about how many students 
that might not like his design. How does he 
please everyone? Well not everyone gets 
pleased he only tries to. 

“Drawing is pretty much the hardest part 
and coming up with an idea that everyone 
would like. You can’t just design it just for 
you. You have to come up with something 
everyone might like,” Demorrow said.

With Demorrow’s designs there is no 
denying his talent. For all people know 
they could be looking at his designs in 
the future.  

Looking into the future

Ashlee Brinckman
Staff writer

Students work on laptops in Mrs. Pollock’s room. Photo by Sarah Mauser.

Although not on a computer the skill of  drawing is used 
in the process of  designing the school IDs. Photo by 
Ashlee Brinckman.

Dylan Demorrow 
designs school IDs for 
second year in a row.
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Right: Four staff members 
debate the legallity of 
a controversial issue- 
Limewire.  Below: 
Staff member Tyler 
Knudson explains 
what the law says 
on the issue. Leg

all
y

When a person runs into a site like Limewire, it may 
feel as though they have just struck gold. Free songs as 
opposed to the Apple store price, sounds like a good deal 
right? Well it is not, at least for the people that have been 
caught.

Limewire has sparked debates within the U.S. court 
systems for the last several years as to what is legal and 
what is illegal. 

“While Limewire as a site is legal, it [the site] is 
unlawful,” Tim Shelly (school lawyer) said.

It is illegal to distribute songs without an artist’s 
consent, but Limewire is ‘sharing’ the music. Limewire 
only hosts the file and technically has not done anything 
wrong. The fault is placed on the downloader, they are 
the ones who actually take the file from the host, and are 
therefore the ones who stole the song.

The fact that Limewire was not shut down by the 
government like similar sites such as Napster, has led 
many to believe that Limewire has the rights to the 
music, which it does not. In fact, users may be seeing a 
court summons in the near future, as law enforcement 
struggles to catch up to cyber crimes.

Downloading Limewire is ironically how law 
enforcement can track downloaders. Limewire keeps 
track of  the IP (Internet Protocol) addresses of  its users 
and of  who downloads which songs. With a warrant, law 
enforcers can potentially find the user quite easily, and 
companies can sue them for a lot of  money.

For some, it may be hard to imagine this happening, 
but law enforcers are slowly moving down the list of  
users. According to Shelly, an alumnus from CHS got 
fined in college for songs they downloaded back in high 
school- fines that could reach up into thousands of  
dollars.

So how has Limewire survived all these years, while 
other sites like it have been removed? The answer is that 
Limewire found a loophole in the law, the same loophole 
that VCR recorders used several years ago. According 
to Chris Judson (English teacher), the VCR companies 
argued that they only provided the means for people to 
record television shows, but they could not control what 
people did with this technology. 

Cyber crime rates are on the rise, and there is not a 
whole lot that the law can do about it. 

The reason is that the internet has allowed for 
technology to spread faster than the law can keep up with. 
Many privacy and piracy laws are broken by people every 
day on sites that the majority of  the student body uses, 
such as Myspace, Facebook, and Youtube.

Whenever someone takes a picture of  someone on said 
person’s property without that person’s permission, their 
right to privacy has been violated. Whenever someone 
watches a T.V. show or listens to music on these sites 

that someone other than the copyright owner has posted, 
copyright infringement has been committed by the poster. 
Laws are violated online all of  the time, and just because 
law enforcement has not caught up to carrying out the 
law yet, that does not mean they will not find a way to 
in the future, and when that time comes, a lot of  people 
nationwide could be in serious trouble.

Tyler Knudson
Staff  writer
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Tyler: So the law states that downloading music without the artist’s consent is illegal. 
Doesn’t that make Limewire illegal?
Angie: Yes I agree with the first part, but Limewire is not illegal because it is sharing.
Jose: Downloading of  Limewire is illegal because you don’t have the artist’s permission.
Braxton: Okay, what if  someone shares a CD or DVD with you without the consent of  the 
person who made it...is that illegal?
Angie: source: Record companies have licensed hundreds of  digital partners offering down-
load and subscription services, cable and satellite radio services, Internet radio webcast-
ing, legitimate peer-to-peer (P2P) services, social networking services, video-on-demand, 
podcasts, CD kiosks and digital jukeboxes, mobile products such as ringbacks, ringtones, 
wallpapers, audio and video downloads and more. http://www.riaa.com/faq.php
Tyler: No that’s borrowing.
Angie: Exactly.
Angie: That’s all Limewire is. Borrowing. I get a song and I share that song and return it 
to its place in cyberspace.
Tyler: Yes, but if  you download the song for keeps, that’s illegal. The law clearly states the 
downloading IS illegal.
Braxton: No it wouldn’t be because it is considered sharing just as file sharing is sharing. 
We are not physically borrowing something but that does not make the act any more il-
legal. 
Jose: The fact of  the matter is if  the artist isn’t getting any money from the music then it’s 
stealing according to copyright laws.
Jose: If  Limewire or Kazaa paid the appropriate fees they could not afford to allow users 
to share files freely or for their tiny usage fees. So instead they provide the perfectly legal 
software, and their members/users commit the crime by stealing music and other pro-
tected intellectual property! 
Angie: They have changed laws so that it is now it says that artists get a paycheck and 
then no more. They are now selling their rights to labels. If  anyone is losing money it is 
the labels.
Jose: What’s the difference you’re still taking money from someone else!
Braxton: Look, artists produce songs to be heard...no matter how it gets into circulation. 
They should be more flattered than mad.
Jose: Braxton,that is a poor argument. So if  you invented something you wouldn’t want to 
profit of  it, or just give it all away?
Angie: It comes down to government control. An artist is producing music to be heard and 
shared. It is an art form.
Angie: How is it different then taking a picture of  a painting and text it to a friend, are you 
stealing the image? It’s not stealing if  everyone is still giving credit.
Jose: Umm... no because it’s public, so the maker agreed to it.
Tyler: Bottom line, the law is clear, but it hasn’t caught up to cyber laws yet
Tyler: For example, you legally can’t send a private photo of  me to a friend without my 
consent, but people send photos of  others anyways.
Angie: Yes I can because you post photos of  yourself  online and anything online whether 
set to private or not can be shared.
Tyler:  They even post them on YouTube. Is this legal? No. Is it done without punish-
ment? Yes.

Angie: The idea that the artist knows that the song is out there and is being listened to 
generates their popularly, sells more concert tickets and still makes them more money then 
if  you would have sold the CDs.
Tyler: In other words, the internet violates a lot of  laws
Tyler: Just because a band name is slapped on the site, hardly gives you credit
Angie: It is generating money in the sales of  concerts and other music sales.
Angie: Very little of  the money from CDs goes back to the artist to produce another 
song.
Braxton: What I am saying is that, for instance, Tyler owns a country album and wants 
Jose to hear a few of  her songs. Instead of  physically giving Jose the country album (which 
he was very excited to get) Tyler provides the CD in an online file where Jose downloads 
it. There is no wrong done there besides Tyler owning a country album.
Tyler: Wrong... there are a lot of  Indie artists out there. Not all of  them are signed.
Jose: I disagree how do they get platinum albums without selling songs?
Angie: Popularity.
Jose: Anyways, Tyler bought the CD so it isn’t illegal.
Tyler: With Limewire, nobody bought it.
Angie: Yes. Everyone on Limewire bought the music first and are just sharing.
Jose: No, no one bought the song Angie. That’s why it’s stealing.
Braxton: Exactly...these people who host the CD’s have to obtain an original copy. Where 
do they get it? They buy it and share after purchase.
Angie: Yes. Someone had to first buy the CD and then put them on Limewire.
Jose: Anyways you’re distributing without the artist’s consent. Copyright infringement.
Tyler: Limewire is all about getting that MP3 file while bypassing the apple store.
Tyler: People HAVE been sued. What does that tell you about downloading?
Angie: Yes. HAVE been.  But cases are no longer being pursued and the litigation process 
has been dropped even RIIA admits it was more of  a scare tactic. 
Braxton: RIIA sues people because all they care about is money...it has nothing to do with 
the integrity of  the singers.
Jose: So Angie and Braxton, is plagiarism wrong? And if  not why can’t you do it in 
school?
Jose: Its the same thing with downloading songs
Angie: It’s NOT plagiarism! It’s giving credit to the song.  Plagiarism would be trying to 
pass the song off  as your own.
Angie: You have to give a band credit to upload a song.
Tyler: But various other rights holders of  the group don’t get recognized like inside an 
album cover or on the Apple store page.
Tyler: Case closed: Cyber crime is still hard to track, but it is against U.S. laws even 
though we can do certain things online
Jose: Downloading off  the internet is illegal, it’s taking something without the artist’s 
consent, therefore the definition of  stealing.
Angie: The point is it is a moral issue and a personal choice. If  it’s not being prosecuted 
it’s fine and I will continue to do it.
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It wasn’t until my biology teacher 
joked around with how much a virus 
looked like a  robotic creature from 
outer space that I began to wonder 
how much we know of  our own 
existence. We are caught up with how 

technology makes our lives easier that 
we lose the value of  living and communicating freely. 

The danger of  technology lies in the transformation of  
us as human beings and knowing how it is that we should 
approach the innovations, is essential to our existence.

Technology is becoming indispensable to our lives. At 
the same time it is vanishing what we are capable of  doing 
as human beings: communicating in person and showing 
emotion. Human actions and goals are eventually distorted, 
not by technology, but by how we come to use it. Having 
the power of  technology comes easy for us, just look at 
how many of  us are texting in class. Having that power 
takes us far from what we need to value.

Talking to someone without being able to see their 
emotions or reactions is a consequence to how we have 
conformed to technology. We feel uncomfortable talking to 
someone face-to-face and that degrades us as human beings. 
We should be capable of  communicating 
freely and emotionally 
w i t h o u t 

trouble, but due to how 
technology is an easy access, 
this is hard to do.

Don’t get me wrong, 
technology is a good 
thing to have around 
when it is needed. It has 
indeed made our lives 
easier, but we should stop and think of  how 
much it would help to limit our dependence 
on it. Technology enters human existence 
to transform what we think we know about our world. 
Technology in essence is the reason of  human existence 
and intellect because it has helped mankind discover new 
means of  survival and preparation. 

It seems that technology should only be used for this 
and not to continue making our world smaller. It may not 
be until we are replaced by machines that we may come to 
value what it is to be a human being. We may come to value 
how it is that all we need is shelter and food to truly survive 
and that the rest that surrounds us is mere material 
that could not even exist. 

Iphones, IM, Myspace, Facebook, 
blogs, no matter where you look you 
will find that today’s society is living 
in a technology-crazed world. And the 
truth of  the matter is that the change 
was inevitable and in order to grow as 
society we, in turn, need to accept that 

technology is a part of  everyday life. 
Social websites like Myspace and Facebook allow people 

to interact with people that they might of  otherwise not 
have met walking down the street. It allows them to choose 
who they want to acquaint themselves with, without 
actually meeting them. Plus it gives teenagers the chance 
to chat over the computer, instead of  being out on the 
streets doing who knows what. Of  course everything has 
their downside to them, but the case with technology is 
that the good outweighs the bad. 

Technology does not socially handicap people; in fact it 
helps build self-esteem. Someone who’s not outspoken with 
people might write a plethora of  blogs because he doesn’t 
have to worry about people bashing him. And the way we 
use technology these days help people who live in different 
parts of  the world keep in touch, and even see them through 
webcam. For example take the current situation in Samoa, 
after the tsunami, many people here in the states did not 
know how their loved ones were doing. That is until they 
were able to communicate with them through Facebook, 
IM, or by talking to them via cell phone.

Sometimes, when I’m texting, people tend to ask me, 
“why not say it in person instead?” The reason why is 
because there is no point. By texting, it allows me to say 
what I have to say in an instant, without having to start a 
conversation or trying to find them. No matter how much 
one tries to hide from technology it will eventually find 
you. To find a job, most places now require you to fill out an 
online application. And even then, most jobs require the use 
of  technology. So yes we are living 
in a technology crazed world, so 
one should just get used to it.

While I would not last long without 
technology, there is a point at which we 
have to limit technology’s control over 
our lives. Schools are thinking about 
transitioning into using ‘paperless’ 
textbooks by loaning every student a 
computer. Honestly, this is not something 

I would ever approve of.
It sounds reasonable enough at first, but when you think 

about it, is it not much easier just to grab a book and open 
it than it is to boot up a computer, log in,and wait for the 
book to load? Often times when we take a step back and 
look at the old ways of  doing things, we can see that our 
‘conveniences’ are not so convenient.

I feel as though I have an insight into this topic, as I 
have had Mr. Judson, a teacher who has students submit 
homework and take tests online, for two years. The course 

gives me the feeling that social interaction is no longer of  
any true value, as I have to e-mail the teacher just to correct 
an error on my virtual test.

In just doing tests alone online, one can see the problem 
with using computers in the classroom. The computer has 
no emotions, no understanding. When time limits appear 
on the tests, the computer cannot recognize the fact that 
some students need extra time, or even that some students 
are entitled to it for personal reasons. 

When it comes to homework submission, it has no 
empathy, and it cannot extend the deadline for those who 
miss school for various reasons. Instead the teacher must 
go through the hassle of  messing with the server to allow 
the student to turn it in, a task that would normally take 
no time at all.

With having textbooks through computers, we no 
longer can just flip to a page. What will students do if  

their computer is having technical difficulties? Surely we 
will have to allow the student extra time to do the reading 
assignment, but who is to say that the student is even 
telling the truth in the first place?

Furthermore, it is easy to carry a textbook with you 
when you have to go somewhere, and although laptops have 
nice carrying bags, no student would risk taking a laptop 
that they are renting somewhere because it could get stolen 
and then they would have to pay for it. In other words, 
when a student has a busy weekend, that’s the weekend that 
they just won’t do their homework for.

While technology is fun and at times efficient, this is not 
always the case, and we need to be aware of  the limits of  
technology. There is a point at which we become so used 
to using technology for everything, that we no longer see 
the simplest solution right in front of  us. Technology just 
cannot be more convenient than a book.

Jose Alvarez
Staff writer

Dara 
Marquez
Staff writer

Tyler Knudson
Staff writer
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A history of  screams, chills and thrills 
from Niles Haunted House (NHH) does 
not disappoint again this year. A new theme 
of  “Hilly Billy Heaven,” a new Haunted 
Hayride and a remade Field of  Screams 

maze left patrons shaking and shivering- and 
not from the cooling temperature.  

Ghouls and monsters lurk in the newly 
designed house waiting to surprise visitors. 
Themes such as clowns, zombies and a spin- 
off  of  the Wizard 
of  Oz – the Land of  
Odd plays blueprint 
for the scare-tastic 
attractions laying 
in wait just beyond 
the park gate. 

If  you are one of  
the faint of  heart 
or prefer not to 
see a clown – ever 
– like this reporter 
then NHH is not a 
place for you. With 
an entire room 
devoted to clowns 
and characters 
wandering the 
grounds with the 
sole intent of  
making you so 
scared you shiver. 
Claustrophobia or 
a fear of  the dark, 
again you may want 
to refrain from entering the house. Unless 
you are slightly crazy and feel the need to 
test your limit of  fear unlike me. The Field of  
Screams may be the place for you containing 
new phobias and fears. 

Steamers are counted and recorded. If  
you are an easy scare and just had a Big Gulp 
from 7-Eleven you may want to bring extra 
pants. A steamer occurs when a patron is so 

afraid they wet themselves and because of  the 
cool temperatures of  October in Michigan, 
the warm in the cold creates steam. There is 
no way to hide a steamer and the character’s 
goal is at least three a night. 

Many heart-stopping and shriek-worthy 
moments are found throughout. The tour, the 
loud noises and confusing paths pull from the 
focus, while providing a scare but less of  one 
and one more because of  sheer surprise than 

actual fear. Also, 
the uses of  strobe 
lights are both a 
plus and negative. 
While adding to 
the disorientation 
and overall effect 
of  the house, they 
distract and cause 
such disorientation 
that a visitor can 
no longer focus 
on what is around 
them but more 
on the point of  
avoiding the light. 

While NHH is 
a wonderful place 
for those looking 
for a thrill or an 
adrenaline fix, this 
reporter prefers 
to stay home with 
teddy bears and 
Disney movies this 

Halloween. After just walking through, with 
the lights on, there is still a lingering dread 
of  the clowns. Really… do not sleep. Clowns 
will come from under your bed and eat you, 
from what I trust.  As the staff  members 
may have something to do with that, as they 
have exploited my terror 
during the time spent in 
the office. 
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Staff  member Angie Troyer stands with 
her two friends, and yes she really was crying 
in this photo, a clown named Chuckles and 
Jason at Niles Haunted House.

Photo by Ashlee Brinckman.

Phobophobia—
P h o b i a s  
The horrible fear of 
actually obtaining a 
phobia, which results 
in them obtaining a 
phobia, which defeats the 
purpose of the original 
phobia entirely. These 
individuals will usually 
end up in a ball crying 
on the ground.

The fear or phobia of  washing or cleaning 
your own skin. People with this phobia can 
often easily be detected by the smell or dirt 
and grit molded to their skin.

This phobia is a fear of  chickens. At 
some point or time in these people’s 
lives, a chicken traumatized them, 
resulting in a life afraid of  Chinese 
food and other challenges involving 
the dreaded poultry.  

The length of  the phobic term is rather 
ironic to its meaning, as in this fear, individuals 
long for brevity in their words, while experi-
encing a terrorizing sensation when looking at 
words longer than three syllables.Pediophobia-A fear 

and morbid terror 
of  even the slightest 
gaze of  a child’s doll 
or action figure.

The irrational fear of  a lips meeting 
in mutual agreement…or not mutual 
agreement. Either way these individuals are 
deathly afraid of  making out. 

F e a t u r e

Angie Troyer
Staff writer

The fear of  looking 
up. Many of  these ceiling 
challenged victims 
were born upside down 
and still have problems 
accepting this.

   The fear of  clowns and other 
things that are involved in a carnival, 
including carnies, elephants and most 
especially…popcorn.

Finding and fighting fear

Braxton Troyer
Staff writer

Staff  member reflects on time 
spent at Niles Haunted House and 

phobias that haunt the masses

Coulrophobia---Clowns

Alektorophobia—Chickens

Anablephobia----Looking up 

Hippopotomonstroses-
quippedaliophobia—Long Words  

Philemaphobia—Kissing  

Ablutophobia—Bathing   
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Where do you see yourself?
I came to IPFW 

because it’s 
awesome!
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Just two weeks ago things were good for the CHS 
football team. They were 6-0 and seemed poised to avenge 
last season’s loss to the Rockies. They were beating teams 
they should beat. They were scoring at will. They were 
right up there with Plymouth as the best team, vying for 
first place. 

Fast-forward two weeks later and the football team 
now seems to be in disarray. They have lost two straight, 
including a loss in their homecoming game against the 
Northridge Raiders, a team that needed three overtimes to 
overcome a 1-7 Redskin team just a week earlier. Concord’s 
once explosive offense has become stagnant, and as a once 
promising season begins to wind down the Minutemen 
find themselves in a three-way tie with Northwood, and 
Northridge for second place.

Looking at Concord’s schedule, really up until 
they played Plymouth, they really had not faced 
anyone that on paper could have beaten them. 
The Minutemen confirmed the prognostics by 
defeating every team. A troubling problem was, 
however, how close the games were. In their 
first game against East Noble they conceded two 
touchdowns to let East Noble have a chance to 
win. 

Same thing against Northwood, Concord was 
up big, could have lost that game if  it were not for 
Northwood hurting themselves by committing 
frivolous penalties. 

Then there then there was the game against 
Goshen. A game where Concord found themselves 
up 21-0, and again almost let Goshen culminate a 
miraculous comeback to tie the game at 21, that 
game could have gone into overtime if  not, for a 
goal-line stand. 

To Concord’s credit they orchestrated their own 
comeback against Plymouth- it was just a little too 

late. Finally the inevitable happened when a team finally 
made Concord pay, when the Raiders defeated Concord 24-
23 in their homecoming game. 

Concord’s inability 
to close out team is 
troubling to say the 
least. 

Concord was pitted 
against Logansport in 
sectionals, which boasts 
a record of  6-2 and is 
second place in their 
conference. In a further 
analyses of  the game 

against Logansport it seems apparent that both Concord 
and Logansport are similar in many ways. One glaring 
difference is the way both teams have lost,  both Logansport 
loses have come in blowouts, while Concord has managed to 
to stay close in both of  their loses. In other words Concord 
has shown more poised in the face of  adversity.

My prediction for the game is Concord comes out on top 
in a nail-biter, ,however, Concord must find a way to return 
back to their old form if  they plan on making a serious run 
in the post-season. As of  right now Concord is an above 
average team. The only problem is that being an above 
average will not get them far in the post-season, they have 
to be a great team. The Minutemen most certainly posses 
the potential, and are equipped with players to be just that, 
a quarterback that has exceeded expectations, a running 
back that is capable of  making big runs, and an above 
average group of  receivers, even their defense, although 
shaky at times, has usually made stops when it needed to. 

By not closing out games the Minutemen are playing 
with fire, if  they do not develop a killer-instinct and close 
out teams, they might just get burned at the worst time 
possible.

Jose Alvarez 
Sports editor

Football team faces crucial test against 
Warsaw, Logansport

The football team practices prior to Friday’s game. Photo by Jose Alvarez.
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